
CONGREGATION BETH ISRAEL
15 Jamesbury Drive, Worcester, MA

5:15P.M. – 10:00 P.M.
Registration begins         Refreshments to follow.

“Legendary Jews Who Inspire Us”

Purchase Torathon tickets
and view classes online at

jewishcentralmass.org/torathon
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Saturday, November 16, 2019

Sponsored by

Following registration and 
Havdalah, be prepared to 

sing along and maybe dance as 
we will be treated to a lively concert by 

the noted Ezekiel’s Wheels Klezmer Band. 
Then, from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m., you can choose 

from over 20 one hour classes, lectures, 
discussions or workshops led by the region’s 

distinguished rabbis, cantors, educators, Jewish 
community and organizational leaders. This 

year’s theme, “Legendary Jews who Inspire Us” 
will afford us the opportunity to delve into the many 
and varied personalities that make up the unique 
character of the Jewish People, past and present. 

After class, at 10 p.m., we will all gather together to 
enjoy refreshments in the social hall.



Refreshments in the Social Hall. Dietary laws observed.

ONGOING from 5:15PM

Registration
•   People will be available at registration tables
    to assist you with all the room assignments.

•    Some classrooms will have limited seating.
    Please be prepared with alternate choices.

•   New courses may be added following this printing.

•   Your Torathon ticket includes concert, and all classes.

Please check for any changes at the registration tables,
or online at jewishcentralmass.org/torathon

5:45PM • Havdalah Service - Sanctuary

6:00PM -6:45PM •  Ezekiel’s Wheels 
Klezmer Band

 

7:00PM -9:50PM • Classes

10:00PM -11:00PM • Social Hour

ALEPH   7:00 PM – 7:50 PM

TORATHON  
2019

31st Annual

Torathon 2019 will begin with an incredible and interac-
tive klezmer trio. Musicians from Ezekiel’s Wheels Klezmer 
Band will enchant and engage us, setting the mood for an 
evening of community learning, sharing, music and more. 
Come be a part of this very special experience!

A1.  NORMAN LEAR - BREAKING TELEVISON NORMS 
Norman Lear is an actor, writer, producer, director, and creator of such legendary sit-
coms as “All in the Family,” “Good Times,” “Sanford and Son,” “The Jeffersons,” and 
“Maude.” At 97, he is the oldest Emmy winner ever. During his remarkable career, he 
not only broke new ground in changing American television, but some would say he 
helped change America itself. Let’s take a look and you be the judge!
EJ DOTTS, Beth Tikva Synagogue, Westboro
A2.  ABRAHAM JOSHUA HESCHEL’S SHABBAT: A CATHEDRAL IN TIME 
We may declare Shabbat a holy day but what does that mean? How do we build the 
institutions in time that nurture our spiritual, emotional, and communal needs? Rabbi 
Heschel (1907-1972) was a leading Jewish theologian, philosopher, and social rights 
activist who influenced a whole generation of rabbis and educators. We will read Hes-
chel’s views on A Cathedral in Time and discuss how to Shamor (Keep/Guard) and 
Zachor (Remember) Shabbat. 
RABBI AVIVA FELLMAN, Congregation Beth Israel
A3.  THE TWO FACES OF KING SOLOMON
Solomon is celebrated in Jewish and Christian legend as a fabulously wealthy and 
memorably wise king. He is credited with presiding over an era of major construction 
projects—including the First Temple—and peace with his neighbors. At the same time, 
the kingdom of Israel splits apart after his death. We’ll explore the Bible’s take on a 
reign that both symbolized the “good old days”, and also was seen as a negative turn-
ing point in Israel’s history. 
PROFESSOR EVERETT FOX, Allen M. Glick Professor of Judaic and Biblical Studies, 
Clark University
A4.  THE REBBE – A LEGEND FOR ALL TIMES 
Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson of righteous memory (1902-1944), spiritual 
leader of the Lubavitch Hasidic Jews is known to hundreds of thousands of followers 
and millions of sympathizers and admirers around the world as simply “ the Rebbe.” 25 
years after his passing, the Rebbe’s influence remains unabated. Come and explore 
why this one individual is considered by so many to be responsible for stirring the con-
science and spiritual awakening of World Jewry, more than any other in our lifetime.
RABBI MOSHE M. LIBEROW, The Torah Center, Director- Boston Bet Din  
(Rabbinical Court)
A5.   THE PEOPLE OF THE (COMIC) BOOK: HOW AMERICAN JEWS INVENTED 

THE COMIC BOOK AND INFUSED IT WITH JEWISH MESSAGES
The American comic book is a distinct art form, and one that was in many ways created 
and shaped by American Jews. This slide lecture will explore the Jewish themes and 
subtext in comic books from 1930s on, the attempts in the 1950s to eliminate comic 
books and the Jewish role on both sides of that, and Jewish characters in mainstream 
comic books. We’ll see how changes in American Jewish society both influenced and 
were influenced by comic books
DALE ROSENBERG, Director of Rimon Religious School,  
Congregation Beth Israel
A6.  KLEZMER, THE MAGICAL MUSIC OF SO MANY “FIDDLERS ON THE ROOF”
Klezmer developed into a coherent sound that set the tone for centuries of weddings 
and celebrations in 20th century, Yiddish speaking Eastern Europe. We will learn “what 
makes klezmer sound like klezmer” through listening and singing-along to tunes from 
the standard repertoire so we can appreciate the finer points of dances like zhoks and 
khosidls, and also delve into the cultural context for this music as compared with other 
music common in contemporaneous Jewish life. Come and see what inspired the musi-
cians who now inspire us!
NAT SEELEN, Ezekiel’s Wheels Klezmer Band
A7.   ELIZA GREENBLATT – AN INSPIRATION TO US (AND HER SON-IN-LAW, 

WOODY GUTHRIE).
She was “bubbie” to Nora, Arlo and Joady who grew up on her Shabbos dinners, walks 
with her on the Coney Island boardwalk and her sweet lullabies. In her fifties, Nora dis-
covered that bubbie was also an admired and widely published author of Yiddish poetry 
and that Woody had left a treasure trove of songs inspired by Eliza’s poetry that contain 
blintzes and other delicacies of Yiddish culture, edible and otherwise. Come learn with 
us about Eliza Greenblatt and her unexpected legacy.
MARCIA TANNENBAUM, Attorney, Mediator, WISE Teacher



BET  8:00 PM – 8:50 PM GIMEL  9:00 PM – 9:50 PM
B1.  RABBI ISAAC LURIA’S MYSTICAL ACHIEVEMENTS
Rabbi Isaac Luria (the Ari-zal) of 16th century Safed is considered to be the single 
most influential thinker in all of Kabbalah or Jewish Mysticism, and a major influence 
on the Chassidic Movement. What exactly is Kabbalah and what was the basis of 
Rabbi Isaac Luria’s authority? How exactly does his understanding of Mysticism and 
Kabbalah fit in with standard Jewish practices and values today? 
RABBI YAKOV BLOTNER, Congregation Shaarai Torah West
B2.  “AND THE WINNER WILL REMAIN NAMELESS..”
Our Rabbinic tradition many times bases its final halachic decision on the authority of the 
named rabbi on one side of an argument or the other, stating “b’shem omro,” “in the name 
of this authority.” Pirke Avot tells us that this authority can bring deliverance into the world. 
Can it be, however, that there are instances where the authority that inspires us is unnamed 
and is also a woman? Through Biblical and Rabbinic text study, let’s explore those famous 
yet nameless women of our tradition. 
RABBI EVE EICHENHOLTZ, Congregation Agudat Achim
B3.  GOOD MOURNING: GRIEVING IN THE 21ST CENTURY
When people die, their loved ones are left to mourn them. For thousands of years, 
Jewish communities knew the best ways to comfort mourners through the week of 
Shiva and beyond. Now, many of us seem to be moving away from these traditions. 
Let’s look at Jewish mourning and see what still resonates with us today. 
RABBI CHERIE KOLLER-FOX, President, NewCAJE
B4.   BENJAMIN (BIBI) NETANYAHU – ISRAEL’S LONGEST SERVING  

PRIME MINISTER 
So much has been written about this man that it is hard to think of modern day Is-
rael and not think of “Bibi.” Who, in fact, is this man? What life experiences shaped 
his character and political outlook, and what has been his impact on Israeli society, 
economy, defense, and foreign relations? How do we assess his many strengths and 
weaknesses? And how will he be perceived in the long run of Israel’s national saga?
LARRY LOWENTHAL, retired professor of English and American Literature
B5.  THE LEGACY OF DEBBIE FRIEDMAN
Debbie Friedman was one of the most influential Jewish singer/song writers of our time. 
She transformed Jewish worship in synagogues not only in North America but also 
around the world. Her sing along style of folk-inspired music brought worship home for 
generations of Jews. In this workshop we will sing some of her most well loved songs 
and prayers, as well as a few lesser known but equally beautiful words and melodies.
CANTOR RACHEL REEF-SIMPSON, Temple Emanuel Sinai
B6.  CONTEMPORARY JEWISH THINKERS ON SUSTAINING OUR WORLD 
We are living in an ever-changing climate. Hurricane Dorian and the burning of the 
Amazon rainforest are only the most recent effects of the climate crisis. This class, led 
by one of our Clark U. Hillel leaders, will discuss how Jewish values and traditions are 
related to sustainability through the teachings of Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel and 
Rabbi Everett Gendler. 
REBECCA SILVER, Clark University student and Hillel leader.
B7.  ISRAELI DANCING
We are thrilled to have the return to Torathon of our very talented, local Israeli Dance 
leader, Reena Slovin, as she helps us joyously “rise to the occasion.” Learn traditional and 
some not so traditional Israeli dances. Dances from the days of the first Israeli pioneers 
consist mainly of circle and partner dances of Eastern Europe with Arab and Yeminite 
influences. Maybe mixed in will be some contemporary steps as well. Let’s have fun!
REENA SLOVIN, Congregation Beth Israel
B8.   WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE HUMAN? A STORY OF HOLOCAUST  

SURVIVAL AND PRESENT DAY DISCOVERY
It’s my in-law’s story. Sam was one of about 65 people to survive the death camp 
Treblinka. Esther evaded Nazi death squads twice. What I never expected were the 
people, the relationships and, indeed, the joys my family and I would discover in 
traveling back to uncover what really happened in those dark days. Come and be 
inspired by Sam and Esther’s story, and learn the song that my husband composed as 
a thank you to the Righteous Christians who helped them. 
KAREN TREIGER, author, My Soul is Filled with Joy: a Holocaust Story, winner 
of the Nancy Pearl Book Award for Best Memoir and the Independent Publishers 
Book Award, Seattle, WA

C1.  A MOSAIC OF INSPIRATION
How did we become the individuals we now are? It’s clear that we are all mosaics, 
each made of many different pieces joined into a unique whole. How did someone like 
me become a nuclear physicist? I’ll talk about some of the persons who have inspired 
me, and many others as well. I will talk about Maimonides, Spinoza, and Einstein, add-
ing in a little on Lise Meitner, and conclude with environmental scientist Michael Mann 
– each Jewish, each unique, each worth knowing more about.
S. LESLIE BLATT, Professor Emeritus of Physics and Education, Clark University
C2.   THE AKEDA - THE “ALMOST SACRIFICE” OF ISAAC IN MODERN 

HEBREW POETRY
We traditionally read this story on the 2nd day of Rosh Hashana. God commands Abra-
ham to sacrifice his only son, Isaac, but at the very last second is stopped by an angel 
of God. This story is too complex and controversial to give it our full attention while 
celebrating the holiday. In this session, however, we will be able to delve into this story 
from the perspective of three Modern Hebrew poems, and realize how the Akeda has 
become our inherited burden.
RABBI VALERIE COHEN, Temple Emanuel Sinai
C3.   A JEWISH CHANTS ENCOUNTER WITH RABBIS, TEACHERS,  

AND DRUMS.
Join in a session of chanting, drumming and meditation. We will engage in chants se-
lected from Shefa Gold, YofiYah, Taya Shere, the Kirtan Rabbi, and many others - and 
raise our voices and open our hearts to possibilities of peace and loving kindness col-
lective heartbeat. You can be part of this primal connection. No experience necessary. 
Please bring your own drum or use one that is provided. 
MITCH GORDON, sacred drummer, musician, and worship leader.
C4.   MOSES MAIMONIDES – RESPET FOR OUR BODIES AND FOR  

EACH OTHER
Moses Maimonides (1138-1204) is among the greatest Jewish scholars of all time. He 
was also a noted philosopher, legal codifier, physician, and political adviser. We will 
explore his clear words from the past around the issue of bodily autonomy. First we will 
focus on the current issue of proposed mandatory vaccinations. Then we will look at 
the laws of divorce for women and specifically the struggles of “the Aguna” the woman 
who is refused a divorce by her husband. Come & Learn.
RABBI MICHOEL GREEN, Chabad of Westborough, MA
C5.  THE PROPHETIC VOICE OF RABBI ARTHUR WASKOW
Rabbi Arthur Waskow is founder and director of the Shalom Center, one of the leading 
creators of theory, practice, and institutions for the movement for Jewish Renewal. He 
has been a leading contemporary prophetic voice on issues of racial, economic and 
environmental justice for over 50 years. Rabbi Gurevitz worked as his researcher at the 
Shalom Center in the year 2000 and will share some of his inspiring teachings.
RABBI RACHEL GUREVITZ, Temple B’nai Shalom, Westboro
C6.   EMMA GOLDMAN – ONE OF THE MOST MEMORABLE POLITICAL  

FIGURES OF THE 20th CENTURY.
A mesmerizing public speaker and thinker, Emma Goldman (1869-1940) burned with a 
fierce life force that refused any compromise with the demands of an individual’s sense 
of inner integrity. All you have to do, she assured her enraptured audiences, was resist 
any attempt by social, institutional, or political authorities to stifle the free spirit of the 
lone individual. An avowed anarchist, Goldman became a world symbol of the power of 
the individual over institutional constraint, but we will also explore the tragic price she 
had to pay for her fascinating rebellion. 
LARRY LOWENTHAL, retired professor of English and American Literature
C7.  HOW DO JEWISH ARTISTS INSPIRE US?
In Judaism we always hear talk of how words and ideas can inspire. What about Ju-
daica, Jewish works of art that can also inspire? In this “hands on” session we will talk 
about the uniqueness of Judaica and then each of us will create a piece of Jewish art in 
the form of a Purim holiday mask inspired by some of our favorite artists. 
Come and reveal the Jewish artist in you! No prior artistic experience required. 
Course limited to 12 people, supplies will be provided.
ZIVA ROSENHAND, Congregation Beth Israel
Immediately after classes, everyone is invited into the Social Hall 
for a wonderful hour of refreshments and fun.



For Additional Information and Transportation Assistance, call

The Jewish Federation of
Central Massachusetts
(508) 756-1543

Advance Tickets

$20

on or before
Thursday, November 14, 2019

High School &
College Students

 $5 in advance
$10 at the door

Tickets

$25

Congregation Agudat Achim
268 Washington St., Leominster 

Beth Tikvah Synagogue
44 Oak Street, Westboro

Chabad of Westboro 
54 South Street, Westboro

Clark Hillel
950 Main Street, Worcester

Congregation Beth Israel*
15 Jamesbury Dr., Worcester

Congregation B’nai Shalom 
117 E. Main Street, Westboro

Jewish Federation of
Central Massachusetts* 
633 Salisbury Street, Worcester

Brochures are available
at these locations:

TORATHON2019
Get your tickets today!

Don’t miss this exciting event!
Discounted Advance Tickets

now available!

Shaarai Torah West
835 Pleasant Street, Worcester

Temple Emanuel Sinai*
661 Salisbury Street, Worcester

Temple Israel
107 Walnut Street, Athol

Worcester Jewish
Community Center* 
at the Frances & Jacob Hiatt Bldg.
633 Salisbury St., Worcester

Yeshiva Achei Tmimim
22 Newton Avenue, Worcester

Purchase Torathon tickets online at 
jewishcentralmass.org/torathon

Generously supported by
The Rotman Family Foundation

in memory of
Murray & Ida Rotman

at the door

* Tickets are available 
at these locations.


